M93/P93: Commercial property and business interruption insurances study text, 2016–17 edition

You will see that the new edition of the study text is referenced as M93/P93. This is to reflect the two methods of assessment now in place for this unit. (P93 continues to be assessed by written examination, held in April and October, while M93 has a new 'mixed’ assessment method – coursework and a multiple choice exam.)

The principal areas of change in the new edition are as follows:

Chapter 4: sections D4 and E2 updated.

Chapter 5: sections A2C and A2F updated.

Chapter 6: new section C added.

Chapter 9: section B3 updated, including a new section B3M which has been added.

Chapter 11: section B1 updated.

We have transferred the appendices containing policy wordings and clauses to RevisionMate, our online study support portal.

Questions/answers, websites, key terms/points, cases, statutes and index: amended where relevant.

We hope this information is helpful to you.